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Abstract 

Hong Kong Cantonese provides a fascinating case to the study 

of prosody because of its rich inventory of sentence-final 

particles (SFPs) that carry two levels of prosodic information: 

an inherent lexical tone and intonation. The present study 

examined the effect of the interaction between tone and 

intonation on the production of SFPs among native Cantonese 

speakers. Acoustic analyses were carried out to measure and 

compare: (1) interrogative and declarative SFPs that have the 

same underlying lexical tone, and (2) SFPs with their 

homophones. Results showed that there is an interaction 

between intonation and lexical tones within SFPs, such that the 

intonation contrasting declarative and interrogative sentences 

has an impact on the realization of the underlying lexical tones 

of the SFPs. However, such interaction is mainly caused by 

global pitch raising, rather than local pitch raising, signaling the 

interrogative status of the sentence. 

Index Terms: Sentence-final particles, Cantonese, lexical 

tones, intonation, speech production 

1. Introduction 

Hong Kong Cantonese provides a unique window into the study 

of prosody, not only because Cantonese employs both tone and 

intonation, but also because it has a particularly rich inventory 

of sentence-final particles (SFPs) that carry both prosodic 

information: an inherent lexical tone and intonation. However, 

the question of how SFPs function in the prosodic system of a 

tonal language remains inadequately explored. The present 

study focuses on exploring the interaction between intonation 

and lexical tones through the rich system of Cantonese SFPs. 

While previous studies focused on how the presence of SFPs 

affects the intonation of the sentence to which they are attached, 

the present study extends previous research by examining the 

effect of the interaction between tone and intonation on the 

realization of SFPs. Through a speech production experiment, 

the present study explored to what extent SFPs fulfil the 

function at both the lexical prosodic level and the intonation 

level in Cantonese. Such an investigation would further inform 

us how the functions of intonation and lexical tones are 

distributed within a tonal language like Cantonese.  

1.1. Lexical tones and intonation 

Cantonese has a complex tonal inventory. There are six 

contrastive lexical tones, differing in terms of pitch height 

(high, mid, and low) and pitch contour (level, falling, and 

rising) [1, 2, 3]. A monosyllable can represent six different 

meanings in Cantonese with a change in tone only; for example, 

/si1/ (poem), /si2/ (history), /si3/ (attempt), /si4/ (time), /si5/ 

(city), and /si6/ (verb-to-be). Tone, therefore, plays a prominent 

role in distinguishing word meanings. 

Meanwhile, such a rich inventory of tones in Cantonese 

poses a challenge to the study of prosody at a higher structural 

level, namely sentential intonation. Specifically, lexical tones 

and intonation are both manifested in changes in the 

fundamental frequency (f0) simultaneously [4, 5]. Many studies 

have suggested that, due to its complex lexical tone system, the 

extent to which intonation can be applied in Cantonese is 

restricted compared to non-tone languages like English [6, 7, 8, 

9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. In particular, [9] found that the difference 

in pitch contour between statements and questions was not 

found in the initial and medial positions of sentences; 

significant differences emerge only at the final syllable. In other 

words, the major location for the realization of intonation in 

Cantonese is restricted to the last syllable of a sentence, and do 

not expand to the preceding syllables within the same utterance 

[6, 9, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. 

1.2. Sentence-final particles 

To compensate for the limited phonological space left for the 

realization of intonation, a rich inventory of SFPs has been 

developed to fulfil the intonation functions in Cantonese [17, 

19, 20, 21]. SFPs refer to a class of bound grammatical words 

that attaches to the end of sentences to indicate sentential 

connotations, such as declarative statements and interrogative 

questions [11, 17, 20]. Each SFP is a monosyllable which is 

made of the segmental component (i.e., consonant and vowel) 

and an inherent lexical tone [17]. A considerable body of cross-

language studies suggests that Cantonese SFPs express 

meanings that are usually conveyed through intonation in other 

languages (e.g. [11, 12, 17, 21, 22, 23, 24]). 

The question of how SFPs are distributed and function in a 

within-language context, however, remains inadequately 

explored. Most studies characterizing the functions of SFPs are 

impressionistic, which were based on the auditory judgement of 

the authors who, most of the time, happen to be a native speaker 

of Cantonese [6, 20, 17]. Such kind of judgmental studies may 

not be able to fully capture the function of SFPs and their 

interaction with intonation in the prosodic system. 

A limited number of studies to date have probed the role of 

SFPs in the prosodic system of Cantonese with systemic 

experimental and acoustic data (e.g., [14, 25, 26]). These 

studies targeted at investigating whether the presence of a SFP 

would restrict the occurrence of changes happening on the final 

lexical word within the sentence. These studies all found that 

final pitch rising for questions occur only in the final lexical 

words of those sentences without SFPs, but not in those 

preceding a SFP. In other words, the occurrence of pitch 

changes signaling the interrogative intonation appeared only in 

sentences without a SFP. The presence of the SFPs therefore 

seems to have eased the burden imposed by intonation on the 

final lexical word of the sentence. 
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However, none of these studies has addressed the issue 

regarding the interaction between intonation and lexical tones 

within SFPs. It therefore remains unclear whether intonation 

would impose additional intonational impact on the inherent 

tone of SFPs. 

1.3. The present study 

The aim of the present study is to further explore the interaction 

between intonation and lexical tones at the sentence-final 

position through SFPs. In particular, we explored whether 

lexical tones alone would be enough to fulfil the intonation 

functions—such that intonation will not exert any effect on the 

underlying tones of SFPs. Two sets of SFPs (one set indicating 

declarative function and another indicating interrogative 

function) were selected and acoustic analyses were conducted 

to explore the effect of the contrast between declarative and 

interrogative intonation on the production of SFPs bearing the 

same underlying lexical tone. 

2. Method 

2.1. Participants 

Twenty-one native speakers of Cantonese were recruited (9 

males, mean age = 20.62 years, SD = 22 months) from the 

University of Hong Kong. According to a language background 

questionnaire, Cantonese was reported to be the dominant and 

first language of all participants. None of them had a reported 

history of speech, hearing or language problems. 

2.2. Stimuli and design 

Two declarative SFPs and two interrogative SFPs were selected 

(see Table 1). The four target SFPs were used to form three 

experimental conditions: (1) SFPs being attached to the end of 

contextual sentences that denote a situation or event; (2) SFPs 

being placed in the middle of a neutral sentence; (3) 

homophones of the SFPs in the same sentence as in (2). Each 

speaker produced a total of 36 different utterances (= 4 targets 

words × 3 conditions × 3 repetitions).  

Table 1: The four target SFPs. 

SFPs Connotations Meaning 

囖 /lo1/ Declarative Pointing out the obviousness 

啊 /a3/ Declarative Softener of a statement 

咩 

/mɛ1/ 
Interrogative Querying the truth 

嘛 

/ma3/ 
Interrogative A neutral question 

2.2.1. Condition 1 (SFP at the end of a contextual sentence) 

Three sentences were designed: (1) /ka1 tsɛ1 tsɪn1 pan1 khɪk1/ 

(“elder sister makes pancakes”); (2) /ku1 tsɛ1 tsɔŋ1 tan1 sɪk1/ 

(“aunt puts up string lights”); (3) /sam1 sʊk1 pou1 kɐi1 tsʊk1/ 

(“third uncle makes chicken porridge”). Each sentence 

consisted of five syllables (a disyllabic subject + a monosyllabic 

verb + a disyllabic object). The use of the same syntactic 

structure can ensure they all bear the same prosodic structure.  

With these three sentences, three experimental versions 

were formed. Each version was formed with two of the three 

sentences: Version 1 with sentence (1) and (2), Version 2 with 

(2) and (3), and Version 3 with (3) and (1). Within each version, 

each sentence was associated with the SFPs of one tone only, 

either T1 or T3. Participants were then asked to produce each 

of the two sentences twice: first time with the declarative SFP 

attached to the end of the sentence, and second time with the 

interrogative SFP. 

2.2.2. Condition 2 (SFP in the middle of sentence) 

A neutral sentence was used: /ŋɔ5 hɐi6 sœŋ2 nei2 tʊk6 ____ 

tsi6 sɪn5/ (“I want you to first read the word ____”). Each of 

the four target SFPs was inserted in the middle of the sentence 

to elicit the underlying tonal target of the SFPs (i.e., without the 

effect of sentence-final intonation). 

2.2.3. Condition 3 (homophone in the middle of sentence) 

The same carrier phrase in Condition 2 was used, with the (near) 

homophones of the four SFPs inserted to elicit their underlying 

tonal targets. As it was impossible to have homophones for all 

SFPs, near homophones were used in some cases (see Table 2).  

Table 2: The four (near-)homophones. 

Declarative 

SFP 
Homophone 

Interrogative 

SFP 
Homophone 

/lo1/ /wo1/; 

“pot” 

/mɛ1/ /pɛ1/; 

“teddy bear” 

/a3/ /a3/; 

“second” 

/ma3/ /a3/; 

“second” 

2.3. Procedure 

The participants were randomly assigned to one of the 

aforementioned three experimental versions, with 7 participants 

for each. Recording was conducted individually in a sound-

attenuated room located in the Division of Speech and Hearing 

Sciences of the University of Hong Kong. Recordings were 

recorded at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz, with an AKG SE300 

B microphone pre-amplifier, a CK91 cardioid condenser 

microphone capsule, and an Edirol USB Audio Capture UA-25, 

all of which were connected to a MacBook Pro computer. 

All recordings were recorded via Praat [27]. A Praat script 

was run to present the target sentence on the Demo window. 

The participants were instructed to sit in front of a Philips 

220S2 monitor, where the Demo window appeared and which 

was connected to the MacBook Pro computer running the 

recording program. The presentation of the target sentences was 

randomized across conditions and participants. 

2.4. Data analysis 

Praat [27] was used to perform acoustic analysis on the 

recordings obtained. Since the effect of intonation and lexical 

tone is mainly manifested in pitch patterns [28, 29, 30], 

measurements of pitch (i.e., fundamental frequency, f0) were 

collected for each target word across all three conditions and 

each word in the carrier sentences in Condition 1.  

Spectrographic analyses were first carried manually to 

visually identify the voiced segment of each word from wide-

band spectrogram and amplitude waveform displays. The onset 

of the voiced segment was manually marked at the first upward-

going zero-crossing of the full vocal cycle of (1) the vowel for 

plosive-initial syllables, and (2) the whole syllable for sonorant-

initial syllables. The offset of the voiced segment was marked 
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by the loss of formants in the spectrographic display and 

periodic vocal cycle of the vowel [31, 32]. 

Fundamental frequency (f0) were then estimated, using the 

pitch profile generated by the autocorrelation algorithm in Praat 

[27], with the range of the f0 set between 75-600 Hz for males 

and 100-600 Hz for females. F0 was traced at nine evenly-

spaced time points from the onset to the offset of the voiced 

segment of each target word [9, 31].  

The f0 estimates of the nine time points were first obtained 

in Hertz (Hz) for producing graphical analyses, and were then 

converted into ERB rate (equivalent rectangular bandwidth 

rate) [33]. The ERB scale has been shown to correlate strongly 

with the frequency selectivity of our auditory system [34].  

Averages of the pitch estimates of each target word at each 

of the nine time points were calculated for each of the condition 

for each speaker. The pitch contours of the target syllable, 

defined as the difference between the pitch offset and the pitch 

onset being divided by the duration of the syllable, were also 

calculated to indicate the pitch changes within the syllable. 

Group averages of these pitch measurements were then 

computed and submitted for later statistical analyses. 

3. Results 

3.1. Comparison of the target words across conditions 

To explore if differences existed across the three experimental 

versions in Condition 1, a 3 (version: 1, 2, 3) × 2 (tone: T1 and 

T3) × 2 (intonation: declarative vs. interrogative) × 5 (syllable) 

ANOVA was conducted on the average of the nine time points 

for the five syllables in the carrier phrases. No significant 

effects nor interactions were found (ps > .100). The data 

obtained were collapsed in the following analyses.  

The pitch slope values in ERB-rate for the four SFPs in 

Condition 1, 2, and 3 were submitted to a linear mixed effects 

model using R [35] and the lme4 package [36]. The intercept 

for subjects and genders were entered in the random-effects 

structure. Intonation (declarative vs. interrogative), tone (T1, 

T3), and condition (Condition 1, 2, 3) were entered as fixed 

effects. Significance of the effects in question were obtained by 

the ANOVA function in the car package [37]. 

The effect of intonation, χ2(1) = 14.03, p < .001, and tone, 

χ2(1) = 22.81, p < .001, were found significant. The effect of 

condition was, however, not significant, χ2(2) = .76, p = .685. 

Yet, the linear mixed effects model revealed a significant 

interaction between condition and intonation, χ2(2) = 46.88, p 

< .001, as well as among condition, intonation, and tone, χ2(2) 

= 19.61, p < .001. Post-hoc tests with Tukey-adjusted 

comparison were conducted using the lsmeans package [38]. It 

was revealed that the pitch slope of the homophone (/pɛ1/) of 

the T1 interrogative SFPs /mɛ1/ was significantly lower (M = -

1.42 ERB) than those of the other two conditions. The 

difference between /mɛ1/ at the end of sentences (M = 2.67 

ERB) and its citation form (M = 1.79 ERB) was, however, not 

significant. Moreover, no significant differences were found 

across the three conditions for the other three target SFPs (the 

T1 declarative /lɔ1/, the T3 declarative /a3/, and the T3 

interrogative /ma3/) (ps > .100). It is therefore suggested that 

the significant interaction among condition, intonation, and 

tone was driven by the difference in pitch contour between the 

T1 interrogative SFPs /mɛ1/ and its homophone /pɛ1/. No other 

significant interactions were found (ps > .100).  

3.2. Comparison of the target in Condition 1 

Figure 1 shows the mean f0 values for the declarative and the 

interrogative SFPs in Condition 1. The pitch height of each 

target SFP was first calculated by averaging the nine evenly 

spaced f0 estimates, and was then submitted to a linear mixed 

effects model. In the linear mixed effects model, the response 

variable was the pitch heights in ERB-rate. The intercept for 

subjects and genders were entered in the random-effects 

structure. Intonation (declarative vs. interrogative) and tone (T1 

and T3) were entered as fixed effects. 
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Figure 1: Mean f0 values of the declarative and the 

interrogative SFPs. 

A significant effect of tone was found, χ2(1) = 167.09, p < 

.001, where the T1 SFPs bore a higher pitch height than the T3 

SFPs. The effect of intonation was also found significant, χ2(1) 

= 28.47, p < .001; higher pitch height was consistently found in 

interrogative SFPs than the corresponding declarative SFPs. 

The interaction between tone and intonation was, however, not 

significant, χ2(1) = .60, p = .439.   

3.3. Global raising 
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Figure 2: Mean f0 values of all the syllables in the sentences in 

Condition 1. 

Figure 2 displays the global f0 curves of the sentences in 

Condition 1 with the SFPs attached to the end, where all six 

syllables in the sentences are shown in nine evenly spaced time 

points. Pitch height of each syllable in the carrier sentences was 

submitted to a linear mixed effects model. Intonation 

(declarative versus interrogative), tone (T1 and T3), and 

syllable (the five syllables in the carrier sentence) were entered 

as fixed effects. The intercept for subjects and genders were 

entered in the random-effects structure.  

There was a significant effect of intonation, χ2(1) = 11.68, 

p < .001, where pitch levels were higher in the interrogative 

sentences across all five syllables in the carrier sentences. The 
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effect of tone was also significant, χ2(1) = 4.48, p < .05. The 

pitch values of the carrier sentences bearing the T1 SFPs were 

consistently higher than those with the T3 SFPs. A significant 

effect of syllable was also found, χ2(4) = 78.54, p < .001, 

suggesting a global downtrend of pitch over the utterance of the 

carrier sentences. Post-hoc test with Tukey-adjusted 

comparison revealed that the pitch heights of the first and 

second syllables were similar (p = .947), and were both higher 

than that of the third syllable (ps < .001). The third syllable was 

also higher in pitch when compared to the fourth and the fifth 

syllables (ps < .001), while there was no significant difference 

between the fourth and the fifth syllables (p = .997). No other 

significant interactions were found (ps > .100).   

4. Discussion 

The result of our acoustic analyses showed that the intonation 

contrasting declarative and interrogative sentences affected the 

realization of the underlying lexical tones of SFPs. Specifically, 

interrogative SFPs were consistently produced with higher 

pitch values than declarative SFPs, despite the fact that they 

bear the same underlying lexical tone. Moreover, the effect of 

intonation was not restricted only to the SFPs, but was found in 

the overall utterance. The global pitch values in questions were 

higher than the corresponding declarative sentences in 

Condition 1, where SFPs were attached to the end of sentences. 

4.1. The underlying tonal target of SFPs 

In the present study, all four target SFPs are shown to bear an 

underlying tonal target that resembles their homophones when 

they were both placed in the middle of a sentence (Condition 2 

and 3). No significant difference was found between the two in 

all target SFPs, except for the Tone 1 interrogative SFP /mɛ1/. 

However, the significant difference found between the citation 

form of /mɛ1/ and its homophone /pɛ1/ was in fact driven by 

the impact of the consonantal onset on the pitch of the syllable. 

The pitch onset tends to become higher when there is a 

preceding voiceless stop onset consonant. In the present study, 

the voiceless aspirated bilabial stop /p/ has raised the pitch onset 

of the homophone /pɛ1/, causing it to bear a falling pitch 

contour that is different from its counterpart SFP /mɛ1/ with a 

nasal onset /m/ [39, 40, 41, 42]. 

Overall, the similarity in pitch slopes within the target 

syllables across Condition 2 and 3 suggests that SFPs and their 

homophones have similar underlying pitch target. Such finding 

conforms to what [25] suggested, where final f0 value and final 

f0 velocity were reported to be comparable between the SFPs 

and their homophones. Our present study compared the pitch 

slope values of the entire syllables. Despite the methodological 

difference, both [25] and the present study found that, similar 

to lexical words, SFPs do bear an inherent lexical tone. 

4.2. The effect of intonation on SFPs 

We also found that, even when they are attached to the end of 

sentences, SFPs appear to be similar to their citation form. No 

significant difference in pitch slope was found between 

Condition 1 and 2, where the SFPs were placed at the end of a 

sentence and in the middle of a sentence, respectively. Despite 

the position at which the SFPs are placed, the pitch contour of 

SFPs does not bear extra pitch changes and resists the changes 

imposed by sentence-final intonation. Previous studies reported 

the effect of intonation on Cantonese lexical tones, where the 

canonical pitch contour of all lexical tones is modified to bear 

a rising pitch contour at the final syllable of a question [2, 9, 14, 

25]. However, such final rising was absent when the 

interrogative SFPs were placed at the end of a question. Instead 

of a final rising effect, the pitch level of the interrogative SFPs 

is shifted upwards, i.e., they were consistently produced with 

higher pitch values than declarative SFPs of the same canonical 

lexical tones.  

The local raised pitch values in the interrogative SFPs led 

to the question of whether it was caused by global raising of 

questions. Previous studies on Cantonese intonation have 

proposed that the contrast in intonation signaling questions 

versus declarative sentences is realized as both a local event and 

a global event [10, 43, 44]. In addition to the pitch increment 

within the last syllable, the global pitch curve also shifts upward 

for questions compared to declarative sentences. In the present 

study, the global effect of pitch increase in questions was also 

found. It was revealed that all the syllables consistently bear 

significantly higher pitch values in questions when compared to 

the corresponding declarative sentence. 

The global raising effect found in the present study 

therefore implies an interaction between the inherent tone of 

SFPs and the global pitch increase caused by the question 

intonation. Specifically, the pitch value realized in SFPs is a 

combination of the underlying tonal targets and intonation. 

Different from lexical words where the question intonation is 

realized as modifying the canonical pitch contour into a rising 

pitch contour at the end of the syllable (e.g., [6, 9, 14, 15, 16, 

17, 18]), the global question intonation caused the underlying 

tonal target of the SFPs to shift upward. The superimposition of 

intonation is therefore realized differently on SFPs. 

Although SFPs are similar to their homophones in terms of 

having a basic underlying tonal target, the underlying tonal 

targets of lexical words and that of SFPs have a different status 

in the prosodic system of Cantonese. Such a difference could 

be attributed to the fact that SFPs are not lexical words but 

grammatical words [11, 17, 20]. The grammatical status of 

SFPs may have limited the possible application of interrogative 

final pitch rising. Grammatical words are different from lexical 

words in terms of phonological properties such that prosodic 

structure usually makes no reference to grammatical words [45, 

46]. The constraint of the grammatical status of words is clearly 

reflected in SFPs, since the superimposition of intonation is 

realized differently on SFPs and lexical words. The absence of 

the final rising in the pitch contour of SFPs therefore suggests 

that the underlying tonal targets of SFPs and the local final pitch 

rising effect are in complementary distribution. Instead, the 

interaction between intonation and the tonal target of SFPs is 

mainly due to the global pitch raising effect.  

5. Conclusions 

SFPs are grammatical words, causing them to have a different 

status than lexical words in the prosodic system. The 

grammatical status of SFPs have restricted the occurrence of 

local final pitch rising, which is an essential cue for question 

signaling in lexical words. It therefore suggests that the 

underlying tonal targets of SFPs and local pitch changes in 

questions are in complementary distribution. On the other hand, 

it was consistently found that questions are produced with a 

higher global pitch curve than their corresponding declarative 

sentences. Such upward shift of the pitch value of interrogative 

SFPs therefore marks an interaction between intonation and 

lexical tone in the realization of SFPs.  
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